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Abstract: We assess the current coverage and the future discovery potential of LHC
searches for heavy Higgs bosons decaying into long-lived particles (LLPs), focusing primarily on the production of pairs of LLPs with hadronic final states. These signatures
are generic in dark sectors where a heavy scalar decays into pairs of lighter states which
subsequently mix with the Standard Model Higgs. We show that a handful of existing
analyses provide broad coverage of LLP decay lengths ranging from millimeters to tens of
meters, and explore the complementarity between searches for displaced and prompt final
states in several simplified models. For both heavy singlet and heavy doublet scalars, LLP
searches typically provide the leading sensitivity in current data and exhibit the strongest
discovery potential in future LHC runs. We further translate the impact of these searches
into the parameter space of various Twin Higgs models, demonstrating that LLP searches
are a promising avenue for discovering a Twin Higgs with displaced decays. Finally, we
propose a variety of additional search channels that would improve coverage of the second
Higgs at the lifetime frontier.
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Introduction

With the discovery of a Standard Model-like Higgs in 2012 [1, 2], the search for additional
Higgs bosons has become a key component of the physics program at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). The existence of such additional Higgs states is strongly motivated by many
approaches to physics beyond the Standard Model, including proposed solutions to the
electroweak hierarchy problem such as supersymmetry. Even apart from specific ultraviolet
motivations, the diversity of spin-half and spin-one states observed in the Standard Model
naturally suggests searching for similar diversity in the spin-zero sector.
There is now an extensive suite of LHC searches for additional Higgs bosons, covering
essentially all conventional decays of additional Higgs bosons to promising Standard Model
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1 Introduction

1

See e.g. [3–6] for select examples and previous studies. Of course, exotic decay modes are also far from
exceptional in the Standard Model Higgs sector itself. For that matter, see [7] for a survey of possible exotic
decay modes of the 125 GeV Higgs.
2
Such Hidden Valley signatures [16] arise readily in an extended Higgs sector [3, 4, 17]. For a recent
summary of theory motivation for LLPs, see [18]. For a summary of past, present, and future experimental
searches for LLPs, see [19]. For interpretations and forecasts of LHC searches for 125 GeV Higgs decays to
LLPs, see [20–23].
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final states (including the 125 GeV Higgs itself). However, considerably less attention has
been devoted to potential exotic decays of additional Higgs bosons, in which the final states
are quite unlike those expected from the direct couplings of new Higgs states to Standard
Model particles. This provides a natural avenue for the further development of searches
for additional Higgs bosons, a necessary step for ensuring complete experimental coverage
of extended Higgs sectors at the LHC.
Despite their novelty, such exotic decay modes are far from exceptional in motivated
extensions of the Higgs sector.1 Exotic decays can arise within an extended Higgs sector
itself, due to the presence of multiple scalars with diverse masses and couplings [8–10].
More broadly, very often the same frameworks that extend the Higgs sector also introduce
new degrees of freedom charged under the Standard Model, which may then appear in
Higgs decays. Not only do these new states give rise to exotic decays of heavy Higgs
bosons, but the exotic decays may provide the main discovery channels for both the heavy
Higgses and the new states alike. For example, supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model predict a whole host of partner particles of Standard Model fields, some of which
(most notably the electroweakinos) may be predominantly produced by decays of heavy
supersymmetric Higgs bosons (for recent studies see e.g. [11–15]). Diverse approaches to
dark matter, baryogenesis, and the hierarchy problem entail rich hidden sectors coupled
primarily through the Higgs portal to additional Higgs-like scalars. Far from being an
exclusive property of isolated models, such exotic decay modes are a generic feature of
theories that extend more than just the Higgs sector of the Standard Model.
The lifetime of new states produced in exotic decays of additional Higgs bosons can
range from prompt to stable, giving rise to a range of experimental signatures. Among the
most distinctive signatures are those of long-lived particles (LLPs), whose decays within
the detector volume set them qualitatively apart from promptly-decaying or detector-stable
particles.2 The exotic decay products of additional Higgs bosons may be rendered long-lived
by any of the properties that lead to long-lived particles in the Standard Model, such as
small mass splittings, small decay couplings, off-shell decays, approximate symmetries, or
combinations thereof. Once produced, the signatures of LLPs are often sufficiently distinctive that they may be identified by analyses with little or no Standard Model backgrounds,
making them a promising channel for discovering additional Higgs bosons. Likewise, additional Higgses provide a promising production mode for LLPs. While decays of the 125 GeV
Higgs to LLPs may be difficult to discover due to trigger thresholds (a notable limitation
√
of LHC searches for Higgs decays into LLPs at s = 8 TeV), decays of additional heavy
Higgs bosons can be much more spectacular.
In pursuing a search program for heavy Higgs bosons decaying into LLPs, a natural
consideration is the complementarity between Higgs decays into LLPs and direct decays
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into Standard Model final states. Appreciable production of heavy Higgses typically implies
couplings that induce direct Standard Model decay modes, and such couplings can arise
either intrinsically (if additional Higgs multiplets carry Standard Model quantum numbers) or through mixing with the Standard Model-like Higgs (if they are Standard Model
singlets). A robust program of searches for heavy Higgses in conventional final states is
sensitive to these direct decays, making it valuable to develop a framework in which the
reach in prompt and displaced final states can be compared.
Perhaps the two simplest frameworks for exploring heavy Higgs decays into LLPs are
extensions of the Higgs sector by a singlet scalar or an additional electroweak doublet scalar,
respectively. In each case, the additional scalar can couple in turn to pairs of long-lived
particles. The signatures of the singlet scalar model are determined by a relatively small
number of free parameters, namely the mass of the additional physical Higgs scalar, the
mixing between the singlet scalar and the Standard Model-like Higgs, the strength of the
singlet coupling to hh relative to W W/ZZ, and the strength of the coupling to LLPs. While
there are more free parameters in the scalar doublet model, these may be further reduced by
assuming one Higgs doublet couples to all Standard Model fermions while the other couples
to the LLPs. An additional motivated simplification is to work in the so-called alignment
limit [24–28] in which the couplings of the 125 GeV Higgs are exactly Standard Modellike; this guarantees consistency with Standard Model Higgs coupling measurements and
dictates that the additional CP-even Higgs scalar couples only to Standard Model fermions.
In this case the free parameters are the masses of the additional physical Higgs scalars,
the strength of the couplings to LLPs, and the parameter tan β controlling the distribution
of vacuum expectation values between the doublets. As for the LLPs themselves, while
they possess a variety of possible decay modes, for singlet scalar LLPs the most natural
option is for them to decay via mixing with the SM-like Higgs. In this case they inherit
the branching ratios of a Standard Model Higgs of the same mass, leaving the LLP mass
and proper lifetime as free parameters. Taken together, these considerations define a pair
of simple frameworks for jointly interpreting bounds on heavy Higgs decays into LLPs,
bounds on heavy Higgs decays to Standard Model states, and constraints coming from
coupling measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs.
These simplified models can be mapped on to diverse extensions of the Standard Model
that involve heavy Higgs decays to LLPs, including proposed solutions to the electroweak
hierarchy problem. In supersymmetric theories, for example, the lightest electroweakino
can become a long-lived particle in the presence of R-parity violation, giving rise to LLP
production in heavy supersymmetric Higgs decays. Heavy Higgs decays to LLPs play an
even more prominent role in theories of neutral naturalness [29] such as the Twin Higgs [30],
where the additional Higgs bosons required to stabilize the weak scale generically decay
into hidden sector bound states that travel macroscopic distances before returning to the
Standard Model. As we will see, searches for heavy Higgs decays into LLPs may provide
some of the strongest constraints on (and greatest discovery potential for) these theories.
In this work we initiate a systematic study of a second Higgs boson at the lifetime
frontier. In section 2, we develop a model-independent parameterization of a second scalar
resonance and use it to illustrate the impact of existing LLP searches at the LHC and their

complementarity with searches for prompt decays of a heavy Higgs. We then construct
two simple models to facilitate the interpretation of these limits: a heavy Higgs arising
from an additional singlet scalar, which we present in section 3, and a heavy Higgs arising
from an additional electroweak doublet scalar, which we present in section 4. In section 5
we explore a UV completion of the singlet-like Higgs model in the form of the fraternal
Twin Higgs, and illustrate the prospects of LLP searches as a leading discovery channel in
this setting. We conclude in section 6, and reserve both the details of our reinterpretation
procedure for LHC LLP searches and a summary of key properties of the heavy fraternal
Twin Higgs boson for a trio of appendices.

Direct searches for a scalar resonance

We begin by exploring the phenomenology of a second Higgs-like scalar with potentially
exotic decays in a relatively model-independent fashion. We focus primarily on the case
of a CP-even neutral scalar, which may be an isolated state or a component of a larger
electroweak multiplet. In general, such a scalar resonance φ could have nonzero branching
ratios directly into Standard Model states as well as into new states in a “dark” sector.
The latter decays can lead to invisible and/or displaced signatures of a heavy scalar at the
LHC. While the dark sector might contain a great diversity of new states, for simplicity
we consider decays into a single dark sector state X, which we assume to be lighter than
the scalar resonance: mX  mφ .
The two most relevant parameters to describe the phenomenology of this simplified
model are the mass of the scalar mφ and its signal strength in a given decay channel σφ ·BR.
While there are a variety of possible production modes for such a resonance, we will (for
the most part) assume that gluon fusion is the dominant production mode at the LHC.
Depending on the details of the model, the relative contribution of associated production
modes will typically be less than or equal to that of a Standard Model Higgs of the same
mass (see [31] for a summary of the different cross sections at different masses and center
of mass energies). Among all the possible visible and displaced channels, we focus our
attention on visible decays into di-boson and di-higgs final states — which provide the
leading constraints in heavy Higgs scenarios in the absence of parametrically enhanced
couplings to specific flavors of quarks and leptons — and on decays into X bosons with
lifetimes ranging from nearly prompt to detector-stable. While the X boson may possess
a variety of decay products, in what follows we will consider decays predominantly into
pairs of b quarks, as is to be expected from LLPs that inherit Standard Model couplings
by mixing with the Higgs. Of course, in such a scenario the LLP decays would begin to
favor electroweak gauge bosons and eventually top quarks for mX & 2mW . Hadronic final
states in these channels would lead to bounds qualitatively similar to those obtained from
LLP decays into b quarks.
Another two parameters of central importance are the mass mX of the dark sector
state and its total decay width ΓX into SM states (henceforth assuming, for simplicity,
that X decays exclusively into the SM). These parameters determine the average decay
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2

length in the lab frame, which is of the form
cτLAB ' cτX ·

mφ
2mX

(2.1)

where τX = 1/ΓX is the proper lifetime of X. The mass ratio between the mother particle
φ and the daughter particle X has also non-trivial consequences for the shape of the final
event. This is mainly related to the fact that the angular opening of the decay products of
the daughter particle X is proportional to its boost in the lab frame,
∆Rjj '

(2.2)

This impacts the sensitivity of LLP searches given that many of them require the decay
products of the LLP to be resolved. All in all, the most relevant parameters for a modelindependent characterization of a heavy Higgs at the lifetime frontier are
mφ ,

σφ · BR ,

mX ,

cτX = 1/ΓX .

(2.3)

In what follows we review the status of 13 TeV searches on this parameter space, and present
projections for HL-LHC. For completeness we present our results on displaced searches at
8 TeV in appendix A.
2.1

Status at 13 TeV

In figure 1 we present a set of relevant limits on the cross section times branching ratio,
√
σ · BR, coming from existing ATLAS and CMS searches in diverse final states at s =
13 TeV with 36 fb−1 . For direct decays we show limits coming from the CMS ZZ search
based on a combination of the 4l, 2l + 2ν and 2l + 2q channels [36] and the ATLAS
search in hh further decaying into 4b [37]. Similar bounds can be obtained from analogous
ATLAS/CMS searches [38, 39]. We also include the invisible search at CMS [40], which
assumes that the ratio of associated production to gluon fusion is comparable to a Standard
Model Higgs of the same mass. As we will see, this assumption may be readily violated in
simple models.
As for displaced searches at 13 TeV, we show representative limits from the following
three reinterpretations: i) ATLAS 13 TeV search using the muon Region of Interest trigger
(µ-RoI) [32] ii) CMS search using the inner tracker (IT) trigger at 13 TeV [35] and iii) CMS
search using the beam pipe (BP) trigger at 13 TeV [34]. We show that the combination
of these three searches provide good coverage for different values of X lifetimes ranging
from meters (µ-RoI trigger), to centimeters (IT trigger) and millimeters (BP trigger).
While in figure 1 we set the lifetime to three different representative values, in figure 2 we
show the sensitivity of the three displaced searches as a function of the heavy resonance
mass mφ and the daughter lifetime cτX for two different choices of daughter mass mX =
50, 300 GeV (upper and lower panels, respectively). The details of these three searches and
our corresponding reinterpretations are as follows:
• The ATLAS 13 TeV search using the µ-RoI trigger [32], is an update of the previous 8 TeV analysis [41] searching for displaced hadronic jets appearing in the muon
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Figure 1. Summary of the cross section times branching ratio probed by 13 TeV searches with
Lnow = 36 fb−1 . Dark blue for φ → ZZ, dark green for φ → inv., light blue for φ → hh. For φ → XX
we consider X → jj with different values of the X lifetimes and left and right panels correspond
to mX = 50 GeV and mX = 300 GeV, respectively. In the plot we select three representative values
for these lifetime regimes which maximize the reach of a given search. Orange is the ATLAS µ-RoI
exclusion with cτX ∼ m [32], dark red is the CMS IT exclusion with cτX ∼ cm [33], dark orange is
the CMS beam pipe search with cτX ∼ mm [34]. For comparison, we also show in dark red-dashed
the CMS IT exclusion at 8 TeV [35] with the same cτX projected with 13 TeV luminosity. The
different data selection requirements of the 8 TeV IT search makes it more sensitive to scenarios
with light mX . The CMS BP search is effective for sufficiently high mφ to pass the stringent
HT requirement, which then necessitates larger mX in order to ensure the decay products remain
resolved.

chamber. The muon Region of Interest (RoI) trigger around which this search is
designed is tailored to tag displaced decays with decay length 0.5 m . cτ . 20 m [42]
where the muon reconstruction algorithm is fully efficient (see ref. [43]). Our reinterpretation procedure is qualitatively similar to the 8 TeV reinterpretation which we
present in appendix A, but uses updated information about the trigger and vertex
reconstruction efficiency appropriate to the 13 TeV search. The 95% C.L. exclusion
limit is given by
σφ13 TeV · BR = 0.083 fb ·

L
1
−1 · (m , m , cτ ) ,
36.1 fb
X
X
φ

(2.4)

where (mφ , mX , cτX ) accounts for the detector acceptance and efficiency for the
signal and, for convenience, we include a possible luminosity scaling by an integrated
luminosity L relative to the actual integrated luminosity used in the search. Our
simulation procedure for obtaining (mφ , mX , cτX ) is summarized in appendix B.1.
The exclusion power of this search is comparable to the ones from visible decays
for optimal displacements (cτ ∼ 1 m) and sub-TeV masses (see figure 1), and it
deteriorates for longer and shorter displacements. As we can see from the left panel
of figure 2, in a large region of cτ the reach of this search is independent of the mass of
the singlet, φ, once cτ and mX are fixed. The residual dependence at the boundaries
can be easily explained by considering the extra boost factor of the X in the lab-frame
coming from the decay of an heavier singlet. Heavier mφ can increase the sensitivity
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Figure 2. Contours of the excluded signal strength σφ ·BR in pb in the plane (mφ , cτX ) for the three
LLP searches discussed in the text. The upper/lower rows refer to mX = 50 GeV/mX = 300 GeV
respectively. Left: ATLAS µ-RoI search at 13 TeV [32] Center: CMS IT search at 13 TeV [35].
Right: CMS beam pipe search at 13 TeV [34].

for cτX . 1m and decrease it for cτX & 1m. By comparing the sensitivity at 13 TeV
with the 8 TeV one (see appendix A) we can see how a LLP search at the LHC can
be zero-background: the 13 TeV muon RoI analysis remains background-free with
trigger performance comparable to the 8 TeV analysis.
• The CMS 13 TeV search using the Inner Tracker trigger [33] updates the previous
8 TeV analysis [35] for displaced dijet pairs appearing in the inner tracker. Both at
8 TeV and at 13 TeV this search is nearly background free. Our simulation procedure
for obtaining (mφ , mX , cτX ) is summarized in appendix B.2–B.3 together with a
validation of our recasting. The 95% C.L. exclusion limit is given by
σφ13 TeV · BR = 0.1156 fb ·

L
1
·
.
35.9 fb−1 (mφ , mX , cτX )

(2.5)

From figure 1 we see that the exclusion power strongly depends on the hierarchy
between the mother resonance mass, mφ , and the daughter resonance mass, mX .
For mX = 50 GeV the exclusion powers depends strongly on the mass of the mother
resonance mφ , which controls the boost of X and the angular separation between the
jet pairs. It is interesting to notice that the selection criteria of the 8 TeV analysis [35]
allows for a larger efficiency at large boost factor. For this reason, in figure 1 we plot
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mϕ [TeV]

101

10-4

10-3
1

mX =50 GeV

the expected reach of the 8 TeV search rescaled linearly with the luminosity of the
other 13 TeV searches: L8 TeV /L13 TeV ' 0.91. More details about this comparison
will be given in appendix A. Comparing the upper and lower middle panels of figure 2,
we can see that the large dependence on the mother mass is reduced for mX =
300 GeV. Also the difference between the efficiency of the 8 TeV and the 13 TeV
search is reduced. A slight degradation due to the X boost can only be seen at
high mφ .

σφ13 TeV · BR = 0.078 fb ·

L
1
−1 · (m , m , cτ ) .
38.5 fb
X
X
φ

(2.6)

This analysis is only effective for mφ & 1 TeV due to the substantial HT requirement,
and is mostly sensitive to heavy mX . This is due to the requirement that both
displaced vertices be associated with a resolved jet pair, so that the search efficiency
drops rapidly once the average separation of the decay products is boosted to within
the size of the jet radius. This behavior appears very clearly by comparing the
upper and lower right panels of figure 2. When the HT requirement is satisfied, this
search covers the region of very short displacement with efficiencies maximized for
cτX ' mm.
2.2

Projections at HL-LHC

In figure 3, we show the extrapolated reach for the high-luminosity phase of the LHC
with LHL-LHC = 3 ab−1 . For the visible searches we use the rescaling procedure already
used in [44–46]. Since the parton luminosities controlling the background do not change
drastically between 13 TeV and 14 TeV, the rescaling is essentially controlled by the squared
p
root of the ratio of luminosities Lnow /LHL-LHC ' 0.1. The same rescaling is applied to
the invisible searches at 13 TeV.
As far as displaced searches are concerned, we rescale the bounds linearly with the
luminosity, assuming their background to remain constant at higher luminosity. This aggressive extrapolation is to some extent already supported by the scaling of the background
of the muon RoI search between the 8 TeV dataset [41] and the 13 TeV dataset [32]. Indeed
with very few changes in the actual search from 8 TeV to 13 TeV, the number of background
events at 13 TeV is consistent with zero while the luminosity increases by a factor of 2.
Of course a variety of new challenges to the background characterization of LLP searches
are expected to arise at high luminosity, making this extrapolation optimistic. That said,
additional hardware and trigger improvements (such as track triggers [47] and precision
timing [48]) are likely to keep pace.
Let us finally comment on the main result of this model-independent parameterization.
As one can see from figure 3, displaced searches at the HL-LHC have an unprecedented discovery potential for new heavy SM-like resonances. This is due to the very low backgrounds
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• The CMS 13 TeV search looking for two displaced vertices in the beampipe (BP) [34]
provides a straightforward generator-level recipe for obtaining limits on new interpretations that is faithful for signal benchmarks with high acceptance, which we discuss
in appendix B.4. The 95% C.L. exclusion limit is given by
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Figure 3. Projected reach in cross sections times branching ratio at HL-LHC. Dark blue for
φ
p → ZZ, dark green for φ → inv., light blue for φ → hh. These channels are rescaled by
LHL-LHC /L13 TeV . For φ → XX we consider X → jj with different values of the X lifetimes
and left and right panels correspond to mX = 50 GeV and mX = 300 GeV. For these channels, we
rescale the results in figure 1 with LHL-LHC /L13 TeV . Orange is the ATLAS µ-RoI exclusion with
cτX ∼ m [32], dark red is the CMS IT exclusions at 13 TeV cτX ∼ cm [33], dark red-dashed is the
CMS IT exclusion at 8 TeV [35] with the same cτX projected with 13 TeV luminosity, and dark
orange is the CMS beam pipe search at 13 TeV with cτX ∼ mm [34].

of these searches compared to the usual search strategies based on visible decays. In explicit
beyond-the-Standard Model scenarios, the reach of these searches can often compensate
for the reduced signal rates of these exotic decays compared to the visible channels. As
far as the lifetime coverage is concerned, it is clear that different search strategies based
on different detector components can be sensitive to a wide range of displacements ranging from the sub-centimeter level (as in the CMS beam-pipe analysis [34]), to centimeters
(as in the CMS inner tracker analysis [35]), to meters (as in the ATLAS muon chamber
analysis [32, 41]).
An interesting observation is the degradation of most of the displaced search strategies
for higher masses of the mother resonance, for relatively light daughter particles. This is
mainly due to the collimation of the daughter decay products (see eq. (2.2)), and is generic,
as far as we expect the dark sector states to be lighter than the second Higgs. A notable
exception is the ATLAS muon chamber analysis [32, 41] which indeed is likely to give the
best reach for heavier resonances. The natural next step to extend the coverage of other
searches to heavier resonance masses would be to use jet-substructure techniques to resolve
the collimated tracks coming from the boosted X decays.

3

Displaced decays of a singlet Higgs

While the model-independent bounds presented in the previous section provide a useful
guide to the relative strength of prompt and displaced searches for a second Higgs, a true
comparison is only possible in the context of models that relate the production and decays
of the Higgs. Here we present the first of two such models, in which the second Higgs arises
from a real CP-even scalar, S, that couples to the Standard Model via the Higgs portal.
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mH [GeV]

0.5

We introduce the effective lagrangian of a CP-even scalar up to dimension four:
1
1
λHS 2
a S 3 λS 4
Lvisible = (∂µ S) − m2S S 2 − aHS S|H|2 −
S |H|2 −
S −
S .
(3.1)
2
2
2
3
4
After electroweak symmetry breaking, the singlet mixes with the uneaten CP-even component of the Higgs doublet. In the limit that the mixing is small and the singlet mass
parameter is larger than the Higgs doublet mass parameter, we can express the mixing
angle, γ, as
!
π+
v(aHS + λHS f )
γ'
,
H = v+h ,
S = f + φ,
(3.2)
√
m2φ
2

1. The singlet takes a VEV at the minimum of a Z2 -invariant potential. Then m2φ '
3λS f 2 , the Z2 -breaking is spontaneous, and the mixing with the SM Higgs is approximated by
λHS v
γ'
· .
(3.3)
λS f
2. The primary source of Z2 -breaking is the explicit breaking due to the singlet trilinear
coupling with the SM Higgs. In this case the mixing goes as
aHS v
γ'
,
(3.4)
m2φ
and can be made arbitrarily small. We refer to [49] for a discussion of explicit models
where this scaling is realized.
3. If the Z2 -symmetry is exact, the singlet can only be pair produced at colliders and
the Higgs couplings are modified only at loop level. This is the so-called “nightmare
scenario” which presents interesting phenomenological challenges and could provide
a minimal scenario for EW baryogenesis [50].
In what follows we will focus mainly on the first scenario. This is explicitly realized in
Twin Higgs scenarios where λS ' λHS and γ ∼ fv (see refs. [30, 46, 51–53]). From eq. (3.1)
the phenomenology of the singlet and the SM-like Higgs is completely controlled by the
mixing angle γ and can be summarized as follows:
ghV V,f f¯
= cos2 γ ,
(3.5)
SM
ghV V,f f¯
σφ = sin2 γ · σh (mφ ) ,
BRφ→f f¯,V V = BRh→f f¯,V V (1 − BRφ→hh ) .
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where mφ is the physical mass of the singlet, v = 246 GeV is the electroweak vacuum
expectation value (VEV), and f is the VEV of the singlet S. In what follows we will often
abuse terminology and refer to the mass eigenstates as the “singlet Higgs” and “SM-like
Higgs”, though of course they are ultimately (modest) admixtures.
The above formula shows how the mixing between the singlet and the SM Higgs is
controlled by the spontaneous and/or explicit breaking of a discrete Z2 symmetry under
which the singlet is odd (S → −S) and the SM Higgs even (H → H). Parametrically, we
can distinguish three scenarios:

BRφ→hh ' BRφ→ZZ ' BRφ→W W /2 .

(3.8)

The lagrangian in eq. (3.1) has triggered intense phenomenological studies with the
aim of comparing the reach of direct searches for a singlet decaying promptly to SM states,
with the sensitivity from Higgs coupling measurements at the LHC and at future colliders [46, 52–55].
We summarize in figure 4 the relative strength of existing and future di-boson and dihiggs searches at the LHC, as well as constraints coming from the precision measurement
of Higgs couplings (taking for definiteness the values in [56]). In addition, we also show
the possible reach of LHC displaced searches. In principle there are three qualitatively
distinct branching ratios that determine the relative contribution of displaced searches:
(1) the branching ratio into prompt or “visible” final states, BRvisible ; (2) the branching
ratio into long-lived or “displaced” final states, BRdisplaced ; (3) an additional branching
ratio into detector-stable or “invisible” final states, BRinvisible . In figure 4 we assume
BRdisplaced ' BRφ→ZZ = 1/8 and BRinvisible = 0, for simplicity.
The interplay of searches for visible decays, displaced decays, and Higgs coupling deviations highlights a notable feature of future LHC sensitivity to a singlet Higgs. In the
absence of singlet Higgs decays into LLPs, the sensitivity of direct searches at the HL-LHC
is unlikely to surpass limits from Higgs coupling measurements for mφ & 1.5 TeV. However, for singlet Higgses decaying partly into LLPs, the potentially considerable reach of
searches for displaced decays makes a direct search program competitive with Higgs coupling measurement to much higher values of mφ . The primary weakness of the displaced
searches is at high mφ , low mX , and large cτ , where the muon RoI search loses sensitivity.
Optimal coverage of this region could in principle be provided by MATHUSLA [18] or other
proposed experiments.
Having constructed an explicit model for the heavy singlet Higgs, it is worth briefly
exploring an explicit model for the LLP X as well. In the minimal scenario of eq. (3.1)
one might naively conclude that having a displaced signature would always come at the
HS
price of a large suppression of the signal rate. Indeed since Γvisible ' λ8π
mφ , the only way
of suppressing the decay width of the singlet itself is to suppress its mixing with the SM
Higgs.
The situation becomes drastically different when the singlet S is itself a portal to a
generic dark sector. In this case the singlet S can decay abundantly to a pair of dark states
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SM and g
SM
Here ghV V /ghV
hf f¯/ghf f¯ refer to the couplings of the SM-like Higgs to Standard
V
Model vectors and fermions, respectively, normalized to the Standard Model prediction.
The cross section σh (mφ ) is that of a Standard Model Higgs of mass mφ . From eq. (3.5)
we see that the couplings of the SM-like Higgs to SM states are reduced by cos 2 γ, leading
to a reduced production cross section in every channel but unchanged branching ratios.
Eq. (3.6) shows that the production cross section of the heavy singlet is the one of the
corresponding Higgs boson at mass mφ rescaled by sin2 γ. Finally, the branching ratios of
the singlet into SM gauge bosons in eq. (3.7) are rescaled by a common factor depending
on the branching ratio into hh. The latter is in principle model dependent, however, for
mφ  mW the potential has an approximate SO(4) symmetry which implies
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Figure 4. Parameter space of the singlet Higgs as a function of mφ and sin2 γ overlaid with current
and projected constraints from direct searches, as well as current and projected indirect limits from
coupling measurements of the Standard Model-like Higgs at 125 GeV. We choose mX = 50 GeV
in the left panel, and mX = 300 GeV in the right panel. The blue shaded region is excluded by
√
the combination of current searches for decays in the ZZ and hh final states at s = 13 TeV,
while the blue line indicates the projected reach in the same channels for the HL-LHC. The grey
shaded region is excluded by the combination of ATLAS and CMS Higgs coupling measurements
√
at s = 7 & 8 TeV, while the grey line indicates projections for the corresponding reach at the
HL-LHC. The two grey dashed lines indicate natural parametric scalings of the mixing angle γ with
the mass of the singlet Higgs (γ = mh /mφ and γ = m2h /m2φ ). For the displaced decays we assume
BRdisplaced ' BRφ→ZZ = 1/8. The red shaded region indicates the exclusion of the CMS inner
√
tracker (IT) search at s = 13 TeV assuming cτX = 1 cm on the left panel and cτX = 16 cm on the
√
right panel, the dashed red line indicates the projection of the previous IT search at s = 8 TeV
for the same lifetimes. The red line is the HL-LHC reach assuming zero background and same
√
lifetimes. The orange shaded region is excluded by the CMS beampipe (BP) search at s = 13 TeV
for cτX = 1 mm on the left panel and cτX = 2.5 mm on the right panel. The orange line indicates the
projected reaches for the HL-LHC assuming zero background and same lifetimes. The orange shaded
√
region on the left panel indicates the exclusion of the ATLAS muon RoI search at s = 13 TeV
for cτX = 1 m while on the right panel the exclusion region for cτX = 2.5 m is already covered
by the visible search. The orange lines are the projected reaches for the HL-LHC assuming zero
background and same lifetimes.

without suppressing the signal rate. Depending on the specific structure of the dark sector,
these states can be approximately long lived and lead to displaced or invisible signatures for
S. A simple example is to add an extra dark singlet scalar daughter X to the Lagrangian
in eq. (3.1):
Ldisplaced = −

m2
aSX
bSX 2
λSX 2 2 λSX
SX 2 −
S X−
S X −
|H|2 X 2 − X X 2 .
2
2
4
4
2

(3.9)

This type of setup arises naturally in Twin Higgs constructions [57] and it is further motivated by a class of Hidden Valley models where a rich and approximately stable hidden
sector communicates with the Standard Model via a Higgs portal (see refs. [4, 17]). If
both S and X are odd under an approximate Z2 -symmetry then aSX ' bSX ' 0, and
for mS > 2mX the singlet S will decay into pairs of dark sector states with a width
λ2SX f 2
Γdisplaced = 8πm
which is now independent of the mixing of S with the SM Higgs. The
S
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width of X into SM states is instead proportional to the Z2 -breaking parameters and can
be arbitrarily suppressed.
It is worth noticing that in this simple model, avoiding a fine-tuning of the mass of
the scalar daughter X gives an upper bound on Γdisplaced , which suppresses the rate of φ
decays into dark states compared to the one into SM ones: Γdisplaced /Γvisible .

λSX
λSH

·

m2X
.
m2φ

4

Displaced decays of a doublet Higgs

Another simple scenario that gives rise to the decays of a second Higgs into LLPs arises
when the Standard Model Higgs sector is extended by the addition of a new electroweak
doublet scalar. We introduce the potential of a new Higgs doublet, H1 , with hypercharge +1/2:
2hdm
Vvisible
= µ21 |H1 |2 + λ1 |H1 |4 + λ3 |H1 |2 |H|2 + λ4 |H1 H|2 + (bH1 H −

λ5
(H1 H)2 + h.c.) , (4.1)
2

where H is the SM Higgs doublet, and where we have imposed a discrete Z2 symmetry
that is only softly broken by the terms proportional to b.
√
√
Generically, both H and H1 will get a VEV: hHi ≡ v sin β/ 2, hH1 i ≡ v cos β/ 2.
After EWSB, it is convenient to write the Lagrangian in the so-called Higgs basis [58],
√
where only one Higgs doublet gets a VEV: hφv i = v/ 2, hφH i = 0:
!
!
G+
H+
Φv =
,
ΦH =
.
(4.2)
√1 (v + S1 + iG0 )
√1 (S2 + iS3 )
2
2
In the limit λi v 2  b, we can write the mixing angle between these two fields S1 and S2 as3
γ ' F (β) ·

λv 2
,
m2A

(4.3)

where λ is a typical size of the quartic couplings of the potential, F (β) is a function which
encodes the tan β dependence, and mA is the mass of the pseudoscalar S3 : m2A ' sin2b2β .
This scale controls the scale of the two heavy Higgses up to EW corrections.
For λi v 2  b, the SM Higgs is given by h ∼ S1 +γS2 and the new scalar by S ∼ S2 −γS1 .
This mixing leads to the suppression of the SM Higgs coupling to massive gauge bosons as
in eq. (3.5).
3

In the standard 2HDM language, this angle corresponds to the α − β + π/2 combination.
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This feature does not depend on the spin of the hidden sector state, as can be explicitly
checked replacing the singlet X with a vector or a fermion. This upper bound is easily
circumvented if a cascade of decays of multiple states occurs in the hidden sector and/or
if the UV contribution to the daughter mass is absent. In section 5 we will see how
the Twin Higgs gives an explicit realization of this simplified model where the singlet X is
identified with the lightest glueball. The mass of the glueball is naturally lighter because of
dimensional transmutation in the dark sector, and the decay of the singlet is unsuppressed
because of the rich structure of the hidden sector where heavier states decay down to the
lightest dark state.

Contrary to the singlet case, we can write explicit Yukawa terms for the second Higgs
doublet, H1 . This adds an additional (tan β) parametric dependence of the Higgs couplings
to SM fermions and gauge bosons. Particularly, if we focus on a Type-I Yukawa structure,
the Higgs couplings to fermions are
ghf f
sin γ
=1+
+ O(γ 2 ) ,
SM
tan β
ghf f

(4.4)

gSf f
1
=−
+ sin γ + O(γ 2 ) .
SM
tan
β
ghf
f

(4.5)

σSVBF,VS = sin2 γ · σhVBF,VS (mA ) ,
σSffS,ggS =

σhffS,ggS (mA )
+ O(γ 2 ) ,
tan2 β

(4.6)
(4.7)

with σhVBF,VS,ffS,ggS (mA ) the corresponding cross sections of a SM Higgs with mass mA .
Correspondingly, the scaling of the several branching ratios will differentiate between massive gauge bosons and fermions.
Similarly to the singlet case, in the minimal setup presented in (4.1), having a displaced
S signature generically implies a reduction of the several S production cross sections (either
because of the reduction of the S mixing with h, γ, or because of the reduction of the S
couplings with fermions). This tension is again easily solved by adding new interactions
of the H1 with a generic (displaced) dark sector of the type −λ|H1 |2 X 2 . After EWSB,
these interactions generate a coupling of S with the dark sector that is independent on its
mixing with the SM Higgs and on its couplings with fermions. As in the singlet model, the
totality of decays of the doublet might involve prompt/visible final states; displaced final
states; and invisible final states.
In conclusion, for the purposes of our study, the dark sector-enriched 2HDM can be
parametrized by seven free parameters:
mS , γ, tan β, Γdisplaced , Γinvisible , ΓS→hh , cτ ,

(4.8)

where cτ is the life time of the dark sector particle X.
There are ultimately several key differences between the singlet and doublet models.
In the former case the relative ratio of heavy Higgs couplings to fermions and vectors is
fixed, whereas in the latter case they are allowed to vary, potentially lessening the impact
of powerful searches for decays into ZZ and hh without reducing the production cross
section of the new states. Moreover, the complementarity between direct searches and
Higgs coupling measurements changes significantly. In the alignment limit of the doublet
model, γ ≈ 0, the couplings of the observed 125 GeV Higgs are exactly as predicted by the
Standard Model, while the heavy Higgs states retain nonvanishing couplings to Standard
Model fermions whose strength depends on the value of tan β. In this same limit, the heavy
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The cross sections of the different production mechanisms of the second Higgs will
scale in different ways. In a Type-I:
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Figure 5. Parameter space of the doublet Higgs scenario as a function of mS and tan β overlaid
with current and projected constraints from direct searches. For the plot, we assume the alignment
limit γ = 0, the branching ratio into invisible equal to 0 and equal branching ratios into displaced
objects and visible final states (mainly tt̄). On the left/right panel we show results for mX =
50 GeV/mX = 300 GeV. The shaded regions and solid lines are as in figure 4. Gray contours
represent the rate for tt̄S, S → XX (2 displaced). The blue shaded region on the bottom left of the
plots is the region probed by the measurement of b → sγ, under the assumption mS = mH ± .

Higgses do not couple directly to Standard Model vectors, leaving only gluon fusion and
tt̄S associated production as the dominant production modes, and the challenging S → tt̄
decay as the primary prompt decay mode (for the prospects for this decay mode see e.g.
the recent studies [11, 59–65]). In this limit, LLP searches provide the main handle on the
additional Higgs states.
In figure 5, we show the reach of the several LHC displaced searches performed so far in
the alignment limit γ = 0 (for which prompt di-boson and di-Higgs searches are ineffectual).
The several dashed contours correspond to the cross section for a new signature that could
be looked for at the LHC in the coming years: tt̄S, S → XX (2 displaced). For a matter
of simplicity we fix Γdisplaced = Γvisible and Γinvisible = 0, where in Γvisible we include all SM
decays of the S boson.4

5

Neutral naturalness

The simplified models presented in the previous sections capture the salient features of a
wide variety of compelling scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model. Particularly
notable among these scenarios are approaches to the hierarchy problem such as Neutral
Naturalness, which provide a motivated target for LLP searches at the LHC. Successfully
addressing the hierarchy problem in these models requires:
(1) a hidden sector with a QCD-like gauge group whose confinement scale is close to that
of the Standard Model.
4

Additional (relatively weak) constraints on the parameter space of figure 5 can arise from the measurement of flavor transitions. For example the measurement of the b → sγ transition leads to a bound
at low values of tan β and light charged Higgs masses in Type-I 2HDMs: mH ± & 250 GeV (550 GeV) for
tan β = 2 (1.5) [66]. See the blue region in figure 5.
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(2) one or more additional Higgs bosons that mix with the Standard Model Higgs doublet
and couple to states in the hidden sector.

5.1

Displaced decays of a Twin Higgs

In Twin Higgs models the SM-like Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone boson (PGB) of an approximate global SU(4) symmetry spontaneously broken down to SU(3), explaining the
lightness of the Higgs with respect to the scale of new physics. The approximate SU(4)
symmetry arises from the potential of the two Higgs doublets, a doublet, HA , charged un-
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These ingredients automatically lead to exotic decays of additional Higgs bosons, most
notably decays to bound states of the hidden sector. Whether the decay products are
long-lived on collider scales varies from model to model. In the mirror Twin Higgs [30],
the lightest hidden sector bound states are typically pions that decay to lighter states in
the hidden sector or, if such decays are unavailable, decay back to the Standard Model
sufficiently slowly so as to be effectively detector-stable. In variants of the Twin Higgs
such as the fraternal Twin Higgs [57], however, there are not necessarily light quarks in
the hidden sector, and the lightest hidden sector bound states are glueballs or bottomonia.
Bound states with the same spin and angular momentum quantum numbers as the Higgs
then typically decay back to the Standard Model on collider length scales by mixing with the
Higgs, giving rise to classic displaced signatures typical of a Higgs portal Hidden Valley [17].
Similar signatures arise in related avatars of neutral naturalness such as the Hyperbolic
Higgs [67], where a heavy singlet-like hyperbolic Higgs can decay into pairs of scalar top
partners charged under a QCD-like hidden sector gauge group. The subsequent decays of
these top partners into hidden sector glueballs lead to signatures analogous to that of the
fraternal Twin Higgs.
Long-lived particles arising in incarnations of neutral naturalness are produced in decays of both the heavy Higgs(ses) and the SM-like Higgs at 125 GeV. While production of
LLPs in exotic decays of the SM-like Higgs is a motivated target, reaching the irreducible
branching ratio of ∼ 10−4 –10−5 across the full range of possible lifetimes will be difficult
at the LHC due to limitations from trigger thresholds (see refs. [21, 22]). Here we present
a potentially more promising strategy which is to look for the production of LLPs from
heavy Higgs decays, for which triggering is less of a limitation. While the partial widths for
the heavy Higgs to hidden sector glueballs or bottomonia may not individually be large,
the totality of heavy Higgs decay modes into the hidden sector, followed by cascade decays
and/or annihilation into glueballs or bottomonia, leads to a large rate of LLP production
in aggregate.
The essential properties of Twin Higgs models and their variants are summarized in
e.g. [68], to which we refer the reader for further details. In what follows, we will focus
on the features of Twin Higgs models that are most relevant to the decays of the heavy
Twin Higgs, exclusively considering the Fraternal Twin Higgs scenario [57] with the lightest
glueball being the lightest dark particle (LDP) as a benchmark for displaced signatures. In
order to make the paper self contained, more details about the structure of the dark sector
are given in appendix C.

where the approximated expressions hold in the κ, ρ, σ  λ limit. In the same limit, after
EWSB, the mass of the twin Higgs and the mixing angle are given by
m2φ ≈ 2λf 2 ,

sin θ ≈

v
.
f

(5.3)

In addition, the trilinear coupling of the Twin Higgs to two SM-like Higgses is given by
Aφhh ≡ ∂φ ∂h2 V |h,φ=0 ≈

m2φ
f

.

(5.4)

In general, there can be substantial deviations from these approximate expressions, especially in supersymmetric UV completions of Twin Higgs models where typically λ . 0.5
and κ/λ & 1/5–1/3 [69, 70]. Formulas at all orders can be found in [70] and will be used
in the plots that follow.
The tree-level interactions of the two Higgs bosons with the SM and Twin gauge
bosons are


g
µ
+µ
−
L=
MZ Z Zµ + gMW W Wµ (h cos θ + φ sin θ)
2cW


g
µ
+µ
+
MZB ZB ZBµ + gMWB WB WBµ− (−h sin θ + φ cos θ) ,
(5.5)
2cW
where the masses of the twin gauge bosons, VB , are related to the masses of the corresponding SM gauge bosons, V , by mVB = mV f /v.
In the mirror Twin Higgs, the fermion content and Yukawa couplings are mirror copies
of the Standard Model. However, the majority of these states are inessential to the stabilization of the weak scale, and treating the masses and couplings of irrelevant states as
free parameters leads to the more minimal Fraternal Twin Higgs [57]. In the Fraternal
Twin Higgs, the relevant Yukawa interactions are those of the third generation quarks and
leptons






LYuk = yt HA tlA trA +HB tlB trB +yb HA blA brA +δyb HB blB brB +yτ HA τAl τAr +δyτ HB τBl τBr ,
(5.6)
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der the Standard Model and a second doublet, HB , charged under a mirror copy thereof.
The two copies of the Standard Model are related by a Z2 symmetry under which A ↔ B.
The most general renormalizable Higgs potential for the visible (HA ) and the Twin Higgs
(HB ) doublets is given by
2


V = λ |HA |2 + |HB |2 − m2 |HA |2 + |HB |2 + κ |HA |4 + |HB |4 + µ̃2 |HA |2 + ρ|HA |4 ,
(5.1)
2
where λ and m (> 0) are the SU(4) preserving terms, κ preserves the Z2 mirror symmetry
that exchanges A ↔ B, but breaks SU(4), and µ̃ and ρ are the Z2 breaking terms.
√
We can parametrize the Higgs VEVs as hHA,B i = vA,B / 2. For the ease of notation
we define
m2
λµ̃2
µ̃2
2
2
f 2 ≡ vA
+ vB
≈
, σ ≡ 2 ≈ 2,
(5.2)
λ
m
f

5
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Figure 6. Parameter space of the Fraternal Twin Higgs model as a function of the Twin Higgs
mass, mφ , and f overlaid with current and projected constraints from direct searches. We vary δyb
and δg in order to fix the lightest glueball mass to 50 GeV across the entire parameter space and
simultaneously single out representative values of cτ (see text for details). We assume that 100% of
the tB t̄B and ZB ZB pairs from the decays of the Twin Higgs eventually decay into glueballs. Solid
blue lines indicate the value of sin2 γ, while the dashed black lines correspond to constant values of
the SU(4)-symmetric quartic, λ. The gray shaded region cannot produce EWSB for ρ = 0.1. The
orange shaded region indicates the exclusion from the 13 TeV ATLAS muon RoI search for cτ = 1 m
for the lightest glueball. The assumptions about the glueball production modes are detailed in the
text. The red shaded indicates the exclusion for the CMS IT search at 13 TeV with cτ = 1 cm. For
the same decay length, we show as a dashed red line the extrapolation of the 8 TeV search. The
dark orange shaded region shows the exclusion from the CMS BP search at 13 TeV for cτ = 1 mm.
The orange, red and dark orange lines are projections of the displaced searches to HL-LHC under
the assumption of zero background. The small blue shaded region on the lower left corner of the
figure indicates the exclusion from resonance di-Higgs production, which is stronger than the ZZ
searches in this case. The blue line shows the projections at HL-LHC. The blue shaded horizontal
band at low values of f is probed by 8 TeV Higgs coupling measurements, while the light blue dashed
line shows the corresponding extrapolation to the HL-LHC.

where we have fixed δyt = 1 since naturalness requires the top and twin-top Yukawa
couplings to be essentially identical close to the cutoff. These couplings define the dominant
phenomenology of the Twin Higgs.
In figure 6, we show the status of a representative slicing of parameter space of the Fraternal Twin Higgs model. We refer the reader to appendix D for details on the calculation
of the Twin Higgs rates into visible and displaced final states. While the cascade decays of
the Twin Higgs into glueballs are quite complex and require a detailed treatment of dark
showering to capture correctly, we take the glueball final states to be well-described by our
LLP pair-production simplified model for the purposes of illustrating the potential reach
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5.2

New displaced signals from Twin supersymmetry

Ultimately, the Twin Higgs and its relatives are only a solution to the “little” hierarchy
problem, insofar as they do not stabilize the scale f itself against sensitivity to much higher
scales. This necessarily entails the UV completion of Twin Higgs models into solutions to
the “big” hierarchy problem such as supersymmetry or compositeness. Supersymmetric UV
completions of the Twin Higgs [69–72] are particularly compelling, as they automatically
explain the approximate SU(4) symmetry of the Higgs potential and are in better agreement
with precision electroweak constraint. Such UV completions necessarily predict the further
extension of both the Standard Model Higgs sector and the Twin Higgs sector into twoHiggs-doublet models, significantly increasing the number of Higgses with potentially large
branching ratios into LLPs.
As discussed in [70], the MSSM-like Higgses can be lighter than the Twin Higgs, in
which case the doublet Higgs simplified model presented in section 4 becomes a more appropriate characterization of the relevant phenomenology.5 This has several novel implications.
First, the relative branching ratios of the heavy Higgses into LLPs, Standard Model vectors,
and Standard Model fermions changes significantly from the singlet case, potentially weakening bounds in prompt decay modes. Second, fermionic associated production modes such
as bb̄ and tt̄ associated production can become more significant, providing a new handle
for LLP searches. Third, there is a new massive CP-odd Higgs arising from the additional
doublet charged under the Standard Model. This opens a new CP-odd Higgs portal to the
hidden sector, corresponding to new dimension-5 and dimension-6 operators that allow the
decay of CP-odd bound states. In particular, upon integrating out the heavy radial mode,
5

The two Higgs doublet model introduced in SUSY completions of the Twin Higgs is necessarily of Type
II, for which the scaling of fermion couplings differs relative to the doublet model presented in section 4.
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of LLP searches. For each point in the figure, we choose δyb and δg to fix the mass of the
lightest glueball to 50 GeV, and also to single out specific values of cτ for the lightest glueball that highlight the sensitivity of various LLP searches. We have chosen ρ = 0.1 for this
figure, which leads to a broader parameter space with successful EWSB compared to ρ = 0.
One consequence of this choice is that the rate for φ → hh is enhanced compared to the
case of ρ = 0, so that limits from prompt decays in current data and HL-LHC projections
are driven by φ → hh → 4b (blue shaded region in the figure). In some sense this gives the
strongest possible projection for the reach of visible searches, making the potential effectiveness of LLP searches all the more apparent. The 13 TeV ATLAS muon RoI search, the
CMS IT and BP searches at 13 TeV suggest that LLP searches with current 13 TeV LHC
data have the potential to provide broad coverage of the parameter space for Twin Higgs
masses up to ∼ 1.5 TeV, at least for the representative parameters chosen here. Suitable
searches at the HL-LHC could potentially extend coverage to masses of order ∼ 2.5 TeV,
significantly exceeding the reach of searches for prompt decay products of the Twin Higgs.
Of course, we emphasize that we have shown only a particular slicing of the Twin Higgs
parameter space to illustrate the value of LLP searches, and the coverage of direct and
displaced searches is quite sensitive to varying the lightest glueball mass and lifetime.

the theory contains effective interactions of the form
gg
LA-portal
MSSM = cud

A
A A
hA
u hd
bb hu hd
G̃
·
G
+
c
b̄B γ5 bB + . . .
B
B
ud
Λ2
Λ

(5.7)

6

Conclusion

The search for additional Higgs bosons is a crucial component of the physics program at
the Large Hadron Collider. While the Higgs sector of Nature may trivially contain only the
observed 125 GeV Higgs boson, there could readily be a variety of states associated with
electroweak symmetry breaking — potentially motivated by resolutions to puzzles of the
Standard Model, or merely another instance of plenitude in the spectrum of fundamental
particles.
So far, the LHC has focused on searches for new Higgs bosons decaying to Standard
Model (SM) particles, as obtained in many minimal beyond-the-Standard Model theories.
Considerably less attention has been devoted to possible exotic decays of additional Higgs
bosons into new particles that undergo further decay into Standard Model (or potentially
invisible) final states. These exotic decays may provide the main discovery channels for both
the heavy Higgses and the new states alike. In many well-motivated BSM scenarios, the
new states in question are long-lived. When produced at relatively high energies from the
decay of the additional Higgses, these long-lived particles can lead to spectacular signatures
at the LHC.
In this paper, we have initiated the systematic study of a second Higgs boson at
“the lifetime frontier”. We reinterpreted a variety of LHC searches for both prompt and
displaced decays at 8 and 13 TeV in the framework of a heavy Higgs scalar. We then
analyzed the impact of these limits on simplified models containing a new singlet scalar
or an additional electroweak doublet scalar coupled to a pair of long lived particles. The
set of parameters that fully characterize the phenomenology of these models is relatively
limited, offering an interesting opportunity to study the complementarity of LHC direct
searches for the new scalar (decaying either in conventional ways or to long lived particles)
and LHC Higgs coupling measurements in probing the parameter space.
These simplified models can be mapped on to well motivated extensions of the SM.
Twin Higgs models and their supersymmetric completions offer a particularly clean realization of these two scenarios. In Twin Higgs models, the additional Higgs bosons can decay
to hidden sector bound states (e.g. glueballs) that decay into SM particles with potentially
observable lifetimes. The sensitivity of current and projected searches for displaced decays
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which lead, among other things, to mixing between the pseudoscalar Higgs, A, and both
the 0−+ glueball and the CP-odd bottomonium χ−+
0 . The latter is typically the lightest
of the bottomonia states, which might otherwise be detector-stable in the fraternal Twin
Higgs. The lifetimes of these CP-odd states are necessarily longer than that of the CP-even
states, since the partial widths for their decays into the Standard Model are suppressed by
a relative factor of m4h /m4A , but this nonetheless opens up a rich variety of new long-lived
channels connecting the Standard Model and the dark sector.

demonstrates that they can provide the strongest constraint on the parameter space of
these theories. This can be achieved in spite of the fact that branching ratios into longlived hidden sector bound states are typically subdominant compared to branching ratios
into di-bosons. Finally, we have investigated the prospects for probing or discovering new
Higgs bosons at the HL-LHC, highlighting a few new search strategies — most notably
searches for tt̄ associated production of heavy Higgses with decays to LLPs, and the development of boosted strategies to access larger mass differences between the heavy Higgs and
the LLP — that could be adopted by the LHC collaborations to maximize the discovery
potential.
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A

Displaced searches at 8 TeV

We present representative limits obtained from the reinterpretation of two displaced
√
searches at s = 8 TeV: the ATLAS search based on the muon Region of Interest trigger [41] and the CMS search based on the Inner Tracker trigger [35]. Since both these
searches have an updated version at 13 TeV discussed in section 2.1, we will explicitly compare them with their updates at 13 TeV. Our simulation procedure for obtaining the signal
efficiency for the 8 TeV searches is summarized in the next appendix.
In figure 7, we show the excluded regions in the (mφ , cτX ) plane. The contours of the
µ-RoI search looks very similar to the ones obtained in section 2.1 for the 13 TeV analysis.
Indeed, the 13 TeV exclusion can be roughly obtained by rescaling the 8 TeV one linearly
with the luminosity L8 TeV /L13 TeV ' 0.9. The reason behind this simple rescaling is that
very little changed in the data selection from the 8 TeV to the 13 TeV search.
The contours of the CMS IT search at 8 TeV are also qualitatively similar to the 13 TeV
ones, but the actual value of the signal efficiency deviates significantly form the 13 TeV
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Note added. While this work was under preparation, we became aware of [73], which
investigates the prospects for discovering the radial mode of the fraternal Twin Higgs model
in a specific search for long-lived particles.
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Figure 7. Contours of the excluded signal strength σφ · BR in the (mφ , cτX ) plane for the two
LLP searches discussed in the text: Left: ATLAS µ-RoI search at 8 TeV [41] Right: CMS IT search
at 8 TeV [35]. The upper/lower panels refer to mX = 50 GeV/mX = 300 GeV, respectively.

analysis. In particular, we already showed in section 2.1 that the 8 TeV data selection is
more efficient in selecting the signal coming from a highly boosted daughter resonance, X.
Indeed, while the 8 TeV and 13 TeV analyses have a qualitatively similar requirement that
there are at most two “prompt tracks”, the 8 TeV analysis does not require that there is at
least one “displaced track”. This feature makes the coverage of the 8 TeV search superior
to the one of the 13 TeV one for mX = 50 GeV.
In addition to these two searches, we note that in the ATLAS ref. [41] a j + MET
trigger is used to tag shorter displacements in the inner tracker. Moreover, in ref. [75] a
different search strategy is put forward for particles decaying to jets in the ATLAS hadronic
calorimeter. We checked that both these analyses are less sensitive than a combination of
the CMS inner tracker analysis [35] and the ATLAS RoI trigger search [41] for a heavy
resonance decaying into a pair of displaced daughter particles further decaying into hadronic
√
jets at s = 8 TeV.
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0.3

B

Reinterpretation of LHC searches

For all our reinterpretations we use FeynRules [76] to define signal models for our analyses
and generate the signal events using MadGraph 5 [77]. Particle decays, hadronization, and
showering are modeled with Pythia 8 [78], and detector effects are taken into account
using Delphes [79].
B.1

ATLAS muon regions of interest analyses

B.2

CMS Inner Tracker analysis at 8 TeV

The CMS IT analysis at 13 TeV [35] reports a tracker-based search for displaced dijets,
and we mirror their event reconstruction and high hLxy i selection with the following modifications, some of which are modeled off the reinterpretation performed in [74]. Instead of
associating tracks to jets based on angular separation, we reconstruct jets using an anti-kT
algorithm with R = 0.5 and use Delphes’ assignment of tracks as jet constituents (but
still impose that the tracks have pT > 1 GeV to be considered). For the purpose of vetoing jets with ‘prompt tracks’ we define prompt tracks as those whose vertices are located
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As discussed in the previous section, the procedures for the ATLAS searches performed
at 8 TeV [41] and at 13 TeV [32] do not differ greatly. We therefore implement similar
analysis pipelines for the two searches, which differ primarily in the triggering and vertex
reconstruction efficiencies, as informed by auxiliary material made available by ATLAS.
For these reinterpretations we generate 5 k pp → φ → XX(→ bb̄bb̄) signal events at each
(mX , mφ , cτX ) signal point.
For both searches, we use a reinterpretation strategy inspired by the approach taken
in [80] for the 7 TeV muon RoI analysis. For the reinterpretation of the 8 TeV search,
we define ‘barrel’ and ‘endcap’ trigger regions with flat, non-zero efficiencies. LLP decays
occurring at 3.5 m < r < 7.0 m, |η| < 1.0 are given a 0.65 efficiency for activating the
Muon RoI Cluster Trigger and decays in 6.0 m < z < 12.5 m, 1.0 < |η| < 2.5 are given
a 0.60 efficiency. An event passes the trigger if it contains at least one LLP decay which
activates the trigger. We then require the reconstruction of two displaced vertices within
the regions 3.5 m < r < 8.0 m, |η| < 1.0 and 5.5 m < z < 13.5 m, 1.0 < |η| < 2.5 which
occurred at a maximum delay from light speed of 0.7 ns. We give each barrel vertex a 0.30
efficiency for being reconstructed and each endcap vertex a 0.60 efficiency, independent
of the triggering requirement. We furthermore approximate a n isolation requirement by
vetoing events with LLP decay products of energy > 15 GeV flowing into the HCAL from
the barrel.
For the reinterpretation of the 13 TeV search, we modify our trigger efficiencies to 0.60
within 4.0 m < r < 6.5 m, |η| < 1.0 and 6.0 m < z < 12.0 m, 1.0 < |η| < 2.5. For our active
vertex reconstruction volumes we now take 4.0 m < r < 7.0 m, |η| < 1.0 with an efficiency
of 0.30 and 6.0 m < z < 12.0 m, 1.0 < |η| < 2.5 with efficiency of 0.60. No change is made
to the time delay or isolation requirements.
We validate this reinterpretation by comparing our cross section × branching ratio
limits to benchmarks given in the ATLAS analyses [32, 41], as can be seen in figure 8.

Reinterpretation
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Figure 8. In both panels the orange line is the result given by the experimental collaboration and
the blue dots correspond to the result of our reinterpretation, where the error band are√estimated
from our montecarlo by taking the variable we are plotting and multiplying it by 2/ N where
N are the number of events passing the cuts. Left: a comparison between the 95% sigma times
branching ratio limits placed by the 8 TeV ATLAS analysis [41] and our reinterpretation as described
in appendix B.1, for an example mass point mφ = 0.9 TeV, mX = 50 GeV. Right: a comparison
between the 95% cross section times branching ratio limits placed by the 13 TeV ATLAS analysis [32]
and our reinterpretation as described in appendix B.1, for an example mass point mφ = 1 TeV,
mX = 50 GeV.

within 0.5 mm of the primary vertex, rather than placing a requirement on their impact
parameters.
To find displaced vertices, rather than running an ‘adaptive vertex fitter’, we identify
candidate secondary vertices using a depth-first ‘grouping’ algorithm run on the tracks
associated to each possible pairing of jets in the event. Beginning with a single randomlychosen track as the ‘seed’ track for our algorithm, we look through all other tracks in the
pair of jets and create a ‘group’ of tracks consisting of the seed tracks and any others whose
origins are within 1 mm of the seed track. We then add to that group any tracks whose
origins are within 1 mm of the origin of any tracks already in the group, and repeat this
step iteratively until no further tracks can be added. We then randomly choose a new seed
track which has not yet been assigned to a group and begin the clustering process anew.
We repeat this process until all tracks in the pair of jets have been assigned to clusters.
We assign to each group a location, which is the average of the origins of all tracks in the
group. Any group which contains tracks from both jets in the pair and whose transverse
displacement from the beamline, Lxy , is greater than 2.4 mm is considered a candidate
secondary vertex.
Then for each candidate secondary vertex in the event we further form clusters using
the transverse displacement of the tracks in the cluster from the primary vertex, Ltrack
xy .
track
To compute Lxy we find the intersection of the track trajectory with the line passing
through the origin in the direction of the dijet momentum, as projected onto the transverse
plane. We then form a cluster of maximal track multiplicity from tracks associated with the
secondary vertex by clustering together tracks whose Ltrack
differ by no more than 0.15Lxy .
xy
We require that this cluster has at least one track from each jet in the dijet, that the cluster
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cτX (m)

B.3

CMS Inner Tracker analysis at 13 TeV

The CMS IT analysis at 13 TeV [33] updates the previous CMS tracker-based search [35].
However, the 13 TeV analysis does not require that the reconstructed secondary vertex
contains tracks from both of the pair of jets identified as the dijet. As a result it retains
sensitivity to the case where pair-produced LLPs each decay to a pair of jets which are
collimated and cannot be resolved, but requires more stringent background discrimination.
We mock up the event reconstruction and selection described in [33] along with the following
modifications.
At trigger level we apply a track reconstruction efficiency based on figure 12 of [82].
We ignore tracks with probability given by a linear approximation to the fourth iteration
of track reconstruction as a function of the radial distance from the beampipe at which a
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has an invariant mass of > 4 GeV, and that the vector sum of momenta of tracks in the
cluster satisfies pT > 8 GeV. If the event contains more than one secondary vertex which
contains clusters satisfying these requirements, we select the secondary vertex of maximal
track multiplicity. Finally, the CMS analysis forms a background discriminant using the
track multiplicities of the selected vertex and its associated cluster, the RMS of Ltrack
in
xy
the cluster, and the signed impact parameter of the tracks in the vertex, and tunes a cut
based on the value of this discriminant to give an expected background of ∼ 1 event in the
integrated luminosity considered. We mock up this discriminant by vetoing events where
the selected cluster contains < 9 tracks, which the cluster track multiplicity distribution
given in the supplementary data from [35] shows removes all but ∼ 1 background event.
This procedure faithfully reproduces the acceptance times efficiency for the heavy
scalar simplified model benchmarks presented in [35]. However, we have found that jet
clustering as implemented by Delphes typically forms jets containing significant numbers
of particles originating from different secondary vertices. This becomes problematic when
extrapolating away from the benchmark signal parameters in [35] towards signal parameters
with larger separation between mφ and mX . In this regime, the decay products of the X
particles become collimated, such that jets faithfully constructed from the decay products
of a single secondary vertex would fail to be resolved and fall out of the acceptance of the
search. The tendency for Delphes to cluster particles from different secondary vertices into
the same jet leads to an unrealistically high acceptance for signal points with mX /mφ  1,
as the jet pair passing cuts does not genuinely originate from one vertex. In order to
compensate for this inaccurate aspect of our simulation, we additionally require that signal
events passing cuts contain at least one secondary vertex whose daughter partons have an
angular separation R ≥ 0.5 at truth level. This has no impact on our reproduction of
the efficiencies for the benchmark signal points in [35], but leads to an expected falloff in
efficiency as mX /mφ  1.
For this reinterpretation we generate 5 k pp → φ → XX(→ bb̄bb̄) signal events
at each (mX , mφ , cτX ) signal point. ROOT [81] is used to perform detailed analysis on
reconstruction-level events. We validate our anlaysis by comparing our cross section ×
branching ratio limits to benchmarks given in the CMS analysis [35], an example of which
can be seen in the left panel of figure 9.
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Figure 9. In both panels the orange line is the result given by the experimental collaboration and
the blue dots correspond to the result of our reinterpretation, where the error band are√estimated
from our montecarlo by taking the variable we are plotting and multiplying it by 2/ N where
N are the number of events passing the cuts. Left: a comparison between the 95% cross section
times branching ratio limits placed by the CMS IT analysis at 8 TeV [35] and our reinterpretation
as described in appendix B.2 for an example mass point, mφ = 1000 GeV, mX = 150 GeV. Right:
a comparison between the efficiency reported by the CMS IT analysis at 13 TeV [33] and our
reinterpretation as described in appendix B.3 for an example mass point mX = 100 GeV. Since no
heavy resonance interpretation was directly given by the collaboration we validate our analysis on
the jet-jet model of [33] (see text for further details).

given track begins. We use the same modified definition of ‘prompt tracks’ as for the 8 TeV
reinterpretation above. The definition of ‘displaced tracks’ requires a transverse impact
parameter significance larger than 5.0, so we model a impact parameter uncertainty using
a piecewise linear approximation to figure 20 of [82]. We tune the precise values of both
of these approximations based on the validation data. Endcap tracks are not treated
differently.
At the level of event selection, we go back to truth-level and then apply a track reconstruction efficiency now based on the final iteration of track reconstruction from figure 12
of [82]. We again use our depth-first algorithm to search for secondary vertices, and ignore
the χ2 requirement. We also ignore the cut on the track in the vertex with second-highest
transverse impact parameter significance. The analysis also requires the 3D impact parameter resolution, which we again mock up by approximating figure 20 of [82]. We form
clusters as above using Ltrack
and mock up the discriminant by requiring that the number
xy
of tracks in the cluster is greater than 5. We use slightly different definitions of ‘prompt’
when rejecting jets with too many prompt tracks: we require that the jet has no more than
one track with 3D impact parameter below 0.3 mm, and require that tracks with transverse
impact parameter below 0.5 mm comprise no more than 15% of the energy of the jet.
For this reinterpretation we generate 5 k pp → φ → XX(→ bb̄bb̄) signal events
at each (mX , mφ , cτX ) signal point. ROOT [81] is used to perform detailed analysis on
reconstruction-level events. Since no heavy resonance interpretation was directly given by
the collaboration, we validate our analysis by emulating the jet-jet model given in the
CMS analysis [33], generating events in which the Xs are pair-produced through a deriva-
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tive coupling to the Z boson. We compare the resulting efficiencies to benchmarks given
in the CMS analysis, an example of which can be seen in the right panel of figure 9. By
tuning our implementation of the track reconstruction probability, the impact parameter
resolution, and the discriminant we are able to achieve reasonable agreement. However it
is clear that a more faithful reinterpretation will require additional details on the detector
response that we do not have access to.
B.4

CMS 13 TeV ‘beampipe’ analysis

C

The dark sector of the Fraternal Twin Higgs

Here we describe the nature of the dark sector we used as a benchmark for our discussion
in section 5 and the approximation we used to estimate the signal rate for displaced events.
We focus on the Fraternal Twin Higgs proposal first discussed in ref. [57]. The logic of this
bottom up construction is to introduce below a given UV threshold scale ΛUV & 5 TeV
only the minimal amount of states in the dark sector to preserve the naturalness of the
Twin Higgs construction. Not surprisingly, this logic fixes the masses and the couplings of
only a handful of dark sector states which are the mirror partners of the SM states which
couple the most to the SM Higgs.
The dark top, tB , and the dark gauge bosons, WBi , are required and demanding naturalness fixes the dark top yukawa ytB and the dark EW coupling g2B equal to the SM
ones at ΛUV within 1% and 10% respectively. A dark bottom, bB , and the dark tau, τB ,
are required for anomaly cancellation in the dark sector, but their coupling can be vastly
different from the SM one as long as yb,τ B . ytB . We assume a dark photon to not be
present, as its presence would introduce another portal and modify the phenomenology
(see e.g. ref. [83]). Finally, a dark QCD is also required with a coupling gsB not far from the
SM one. Given these premises, in what follows we review the structure of the dark sector
in the Fraternal Twin Higgs and show the portion of parameter space which is relevant for
the phenomenology discussed in this paper.
The Twin sector contains a copy of QCD whose coupling cannot be arbitrarily different
from Standard Model QCD because of the approximate mirror symmetry between the two
sectors. This leads to dark confinement at a comparable scale to ΛQCD . The spectrum of
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The CMS analysis [34] reports a search for dijets displaced from the beamline by 0.1 mm
to 20 mm. A ‘recipe’ is provided for the reinterpretation of the results using truth-level
simulated data which was tested to be accurate to 20% for a variety of models with signal efficiency > 10%. We implement this recipe as instructed, with the caveat that we
avoid relying on the reconstruction of displaced jet objects. We instead impose an angular separation requirement ∆R > 0.4 on the LLP decay products directly to mimic the
requirement that two jets are reconstructed from each decay with the anti-kT algorithm
with distance parameter 0.4, and place the HT requirement on the LLP decay products
themselves. We generate 5 k pp → φ → XX signal events at each (mX , mφ , cτX ) signal
point for this analysis, and give X a branching ratio of 0.8 to decay to bb̄ and 0.05 to each
¯ uū.
of cc̄, ss̄, dd,

bound states arising from Twin QCD confinement depends sensitively on the fermion spectrum of the dark sector. In the Fraternal Twin Higgs, the Twin QCD near the confinement
scale is an SU(3) gauge field theory, with at most one flavor and the lightest states in the
confined twin sector being either the glueballs or the bottomonia.
First we identify the Twin QCD confinement scale. Recall that6


ΛQCD

1
= µ exp −
2b0 gs2



b1 2
g
b0 s

− b12 
2b0

b1
1 + gs2
b0

 b12
2b0

,

(C.1)

where
(C.2)
(C.3)

A way to define the Twin QCD confinement scale, ΛB
QCD , is to use for the renormalization scale, µ, the mass of the lightest active flavor in the theory. We first define the
dark strong coupling constant αsB ≡ (gsB )2 /4π by imposing a boundary condition at the
UV cut-off, Λ, where we expect the Z2 -symmetry relating the Standard Model QCD and
its counterpart to be satisfied up to small deviations,
gsB (Λ) = gsA (Λ) + δg.

(C.4)

The running of αsB is then the one of a gauge theory with Nc = 3 but at most 2 active
flavors, the Twin top and the Twin bottom. As a consequence, the Twin strong coupling
constant will run faster in the IR. We also allow the dark bottom Yukawa to be modified
such that
f
mbB = mb · · δyb ,
(C.5)
v
B
where mb is the SM bottom quark mass computed at the ΛB
QCD scale. If mbB > ΛQCD (mtB )
B
then we take ΛQCD (mbB ) in eq. (C.1) with Nf = 0 while, in the other limit, we use
ΛB
QCD (mtB ) in eq. (C.1) with Nf = 1.
Given ΛB
QCD , we can develop a more quantitative picture of the Twin spectrum. The
lightest glueball carries J P C quantum numbers 0++ , and its mass is related to the Twin
QCD scale as [84, 85]
M0 = mG++ = 6.8ΛB
(C.6)
QCD .
0

The masses of the additional stable glueball states are set in terms of M0 by lattice computations on Nf = 0 QCD [84]:7
m++
G2 = 1.4M0 ,

mG++ = 1.54M0 ,

(C.7)

mG−+ = 1.5M0 ,

mG−+ = 1.8M0 ,

(C.8)

mG+− = 1.7M0 ,

...

(C.9)

0, (2)

0

2

1

6

Notice that eq. (35) of [57] slightly differs with this definition in order to match with the standard
lattice definitions [84].
7
The two lattice computations agree very well but for the presence of the extra excited 0++ state.
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Figure 10. Summary of the structure of the dark sector in the Fraternal Twin Higgs. The light
pink shaded region shows where the 0++ glueball, i.e. G0 , is the LDP, darker shading indicates
where the decay of bottomonia into glueballs pairs is allowed. Red contours indicate the mass of
the LDP. Blue dashed contours denote the average cτ of G0 . Left: we fix the Twin Higgs VEV to
f = 3v. Right: we fix the Twin Higgs VEV to f = 5v.

For the spectrum of the stable bottomonia, we take ref. [86]
mχ−+ . mχ−− . mχ+− . mχ++ . mχ++ = 2(mbB + ΛB
QCD ).
0

1

1

0

1

(C.10)

Depending on δg and δyb the Lightest Dark Particle (LDP) can be either the CP-odd
bottomonium or the CP even glueball. We will focus here in the case where M0 . mχ−+ ,
0
as highlighted by the spectrum presented in figure 10. As one can see, in the most natural
region of the Twin Higgs parameter space (i.e. f . 5v), M0 is not allowed to be heavier
than roughly 100 GeV.
Dark hadronization and spectrum.
Twin-SM portals. There are two leading portals that connect the bound states of Twin
QCD confinement to the Standard Model. At low energies, below the mass of the Twin
Higgs, they can be written in terms of higher-dimensional operators that mix the B sector
with the A sector:
LH-portal
=
SM

†
†
cgg
cbb
H HA HA
H HA H A
G
·
G
+
b̄B bB .
B
B
Λ2
Λ

(C.11)

These portal operators both allow the SM-like Higgs to decay into two or more Twin QCD
bound states and enable the bound states with appropriate quantum numbers to mix with
the Higgs. While there are additional portal operators beyond these, they appear at higher
dimension or involve states neutral under Twin QCD.
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The Wilson coefficients of both operators have irreducible infrared contributions of
the form
cgg
αsB
H
=
+ ... ,
2
Λ
12πf 2

(C.12)

cbb
yb
H
=
+ ...
Λ
f

(C.13)

v
κm3
Γ(G0 ) = Γh (m0 ) 2c3 2 2 0 2
Λ mh − m0


2
,

(C.14)

where κ parametrizes the matrix element h0|GB · GB |G0 i = F03 = κm30 , that can be
extracted from the lattice data (κ ' 0.25), while Γh (m0 ) is the width of a Standard Model
Higgs boson with mass m0 . In figure 10, we show in blue the lightest glueball proper life
time as a function of δyb and δg; the red curves represent the glueball mass in GeV. For the
plots, we fix c3 = 1 and Λ = 2πf = 6πv. Correspondingly, also the heavier 0++ glueballs
will have Higgs-like decays thanks to its mixing with the Higgs boson with macroscopic
decay lengths.
The glueball states with other J P C quantum numbers are either stable or quasi-stable,
depending on the detailed spectrum in the Twin sector and the available decay modes.
Even when decay modes invariably exist, such as the decay of the 2++ state via an offshell Higgs boson (2++ → 0++ h∗ ), the resulting lifetimes are typically too long to give
appreciable decays inside the LHC detectors, and instead generically lead to missing energy.
In its totality, the pure glueball spectrum contains a variety of states, of which two decay
back to the SM with Higgs-like branching ratios and with a macroscopic life-time [87].

D

Final states and rates in the Twin Higgs

In figure 11 we sketch the structure of the displaced processes of interest. Since the process
is fairly complicated, it is useful to factorize it into different building blocks that we discuss
separately.
The gluon fusion cross section for a scalar Φ can be written at leading order as
σLO (gg → Φ) =

π2
ΓLO (Φ → gg) .
8m3Φ

(D.1)

where ΓLO (Φ → gg) is the scalar width into gluons (and is given in eq. (D.10) for the
Twin Higgs). This cross section is known to be enhanced at NLO by 60%–90%, depending
on the mass of the scalar. For our numerical calculations, we take the state-of-the-art
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The contribution in eq. (C.12) comes from integrating out the Twin tops in the infinite mass
limit, while the contribution in eq. (C.13) arise from the Twin bottom Yukawa coupling
after mixing is taken into account. Thanks to the first operator in (C.11), the scalar lightest
glueball 0++ will be unstable and will decay back to the SM in a Higgs-like manner, with
a width suppressed by v 2 /Λ2 . The width of the 0++ glueballs is given by

Figure 11. Cartoon of the production and decay of LLPs through heavy Twin Higgs states.

The partial widths of the Twin Higgs to dark sector particles are
!3/2
m2tB
3m2t mφ
2
Γ(φ → tB tB ) =
cos θ 1 − 4 2
,
16πv 2
mφ
!3/2
2
m
3δyb2 m2b mφ
b
Γ(φ → bB bB ) =
cos θ2 1 − 4 2B
,
16πv 2
mφ
!1/2
!
2 m3
gB
m2VB
m2VB
m4VB
φ
2
Γ(φ → VB VB ) = sV
cos θ 1 − 4 2
1 − 4 2 + 12 4
,
64πMV2B
mφ
mφ
mφ
Γ(φ → gB gB ) =

2 m3
αsB
φ

144π 3 f 2

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)

2

cos θ2

X


A

Q=t,b

4mQ
mφ


,

3
A(τ ) ≡ τ (1 + (1 − τ )f (τ )) ,
2
(D.6)

where sV = 1 , (1/2c2W ) for V = (W, Z) and gB is the Twin gluon. f (τ ) is the standard
gluon fusion loop function. The LO decays into SM objects are8
!
2 3/2
3m2f mφ
m
f
Γ(φ → fA fA ) =
sin θ2 1 − 4 2
,
(D.7)
16πv 2
mφ
!1/2
!
g 2 m3φ
m2VA
m2VA
m4VA
2
Γ(φ → VA VA ) = sV
sin θ 1 − 4 2
1 − 4 2 + 12 4
,
(D.8)
64πMV2A
mφ
mφ
mφ
!1/2
A2φhh
m2h
Γ(φ → hh) =
1−4 2
,
(D.9)
32πmφ
mφ
Γ(φ → gA gA ) =

2 m3
αsA
φ

144π 3 f 2

2

sin θ

2

X
Q=t,b


A

4mQ
mφ

8


,

(D.10)

Notice that the width in eq. (D.9) has a factor of 1/2 with respect to B.29 of [70] which is due to the
different definition of Aφhh .
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NNLO+NNLL values for the SM Higgs cross section from [31]. The Twin Higgs cross
√
section at s will be given by
√
√
SM
σgg→φ (mφ , s) = sin2 θσgg→h
(mφ , s).
(D.2)

where we have defined the triplet interaction Aφhh in (5.4). NLO corrections can shift the
decay into Twin gluons by ∼ 50% [88]. These can be included following [89]. As expected,
in the limit λ  g 2 , κ , ρ (i.e. for large mass of the Twin Higgs) we recover the result from
the Goldstone equivalence theorem
λmφ
1
Γ(φ → ZA,B ZA,B ) ≈ Γ(φ → WA,B WA,B ) ≈ Γ(φ → hh) =
,
2
8π
1
1
BR(φ → ZA,B ZA,B ) ≈ BR(φ → WA,B WA,B ) ≈ BR(φ → hh) = ,
2
7

(D.11)
(D.12)

Γ/mφ . 1

⇒

λ . π.

(D.13)

The resulting upper bound on λ still allows a large portion of the parameter space of the
Composite Twin Higgs to be probed by LHC narrow width resonance searches.
One important lesson we want to emphasize is that for ρ 6= 0 the mixing receives
important corrections (bigger than 10%) in the region where the Twin Higgs is lighter
than 1 TeV while the trilinear coupling is always well approximated by its leading order
expression. Expanding the full expressions, we get




m2h
v2
v2
2ρv 2
v2
2
sin θ = 2 − 2
1−2 2 + 2
1− 2 ,
(D.14)
f
f
f
mφ − m2h
mφ − m2h


m2φ
λ−ρ
Aφhh '
1−
.
(D.15)
f
2λ
This effect makes the branching ratio into SM Higgs pairs dominant in the light mass
region for the Twin Higgs somehow weakening the bounds from ZZ decays with respect
to Goldstone theorem limit. For ρ 6= 0 also the trilinear coupling gets modified.
The production of glueballs through decays of the heavy Twin Higgs proceeds through
a variety of channels. While the Twin Higgs has direct decays into Twin gluons, this rate
is relatively small. A far larger production rate arises from decays into heavier dark sector
states which undergo subsequent annihilations and/or decays. In particular, pair production of Twin bottoms leads to annihilation decays into Twin glueballs when kinematically
accessible. Likewise, pair-produced Twin tops decay into WB WB bB b̄B final states, while
pair-produced Twin Z bosons decay (in part) to bB pairs. In both cases these bB undergo
subsequent annihilation decays into Twin glueballs. Of course, the final states resulting
from these processes are rich complex, with a variety of both long-lived and detector-stable
particles and widely varying multiplicities. The presence of additional detector-stable particles in the final state may reduce the sensitivity of some LLP searches that veto missing
energy, while providing stronger coverage from searches that combine missing energy with
displaced vertices. Detailed study of the final states necessarily requires a careful treatment of dark showering and hadronization, which is beyond the scope of the present work.
For the sake of illustration, we estimate the branching ratio into glueballs coming from
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where the branching ratios in the different channels approach the same constant. In this
limit we can also estimate the narrow width limit for the Twin Higgs resonance
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Figure 12. Rates for the Fraternal Twin Higgs production cross section times branching ratio into
long-lived glueballs as a function of the Twin Higgs mass, mφ , and f . In (light) gray, we show the
region that cannot produce successful EWSB for ρ = 0.1 (ρ = 0). The blue shaded region at low
values of f is probed by 8 TeV Higgs coupling measurements. The solid blue lines indicate values
of sin2 θ using (D.14).

the fraction of decays of the Twin Higgs into tB t̄B and ZB ZB to be 100%. The resulting
production cross section times branching ratio into glueballs of the heavy Twin Higgs is
shown in figure 12 for ρ = 0, 0.1.
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